1. Introduction CO Let y a n be a given infinite series with partial sums n=l (s n ). By u n we denote the n-th (C,l)-mean of the sequence CD (s n ). The series ^ a n is said to be ¡0,11^ summable, k*l, n=l if (see [3] ) 00
(1-1) X] nk~1|U n" U n-l |k<00 ' n=l Let (p n ) be a sequence of positive real constants such that n (1.2) P n := *p, as n-*», P_ i =p_ i =0, i*l. v=0 The sequence-to-sequence transformation n d-3) t n = * ^P v s v
V=0
defines the sequence (t n ) of the (N,p n )-mean of the sequence (s n ), generated by the sequence of coefficients (p n ). The sees ries n=l y a n is said to be iN^PjJfc summable, k*l, if (see [1] ) n=l
(1
£ ( k f'w/ < -n=l In the special case, when P n =l for all values of n (resp. k=l), |N,p n |^ summability is the same as Ic,!^ (resp. Remark. It will be seen that condition (2.1) can be omitted.
The object of the present paper is to generalize
Theorem A for |N/P n | k summability by proving the following theorem.
Theorem. Let (p n ) be a positive non-increasing sequence 
